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A photographic exhibition of images by Turkish-Cypriot 
immigrant Bayram Ali (1920–95) taken on Australia’s Snowy 
Mountains Hydro-Electric Scheme. Bayram arrived in Australia 
in 1949 and worked for the Snowy Mountains Authority from 
the mid 1950s to the late 1970s, and his photographs document 
leisure and work at Adaminaby Dam/Eucumbene Dam (now 
Lake Eucumbene), Talbingo Dam and Tooma Dam – all part of 
what is recognised as one of the great engineering feats of the 
modern world.

Born in Nicosia, Cyprus, to Turkish parents, Bayram Ali joined the 
British Army at age 15 and fought in World War II. As a returned 
British serviceman, Ali could emigrate to a British colony and 
chose to be one of more than two million post war migrants to 
arrive in Australia between 1945 and 1965. 

Two-thirds of the people who worked on the Scheme came from 
countries other than Australia, representing 32 nationalities. They 
were welcomed as part of a larger immigration program to boost 
Australia’s population and overcome post war labour shortages.
 
The prints taken from 35mm transparencies are from one of the 
many amateur and professional photographers’ archives in the 
Powerhouse Collection.

9 FEBRUARY 2021
BAYRAM ALI

Bayram Ali, Snowy Mountains 
Hydro-Electric Scheme, 
Powerhouse Collection



Iranzamin (Land of the Persians) is the first survey exhibition of 
Persian arts and crafts acquired by the Powerhouse Museum 
since its founding in 1880. It explores the stories behind rarely 
seen artefacts from the middle of the 19th century to now, 
shedding light on the diverse social and cultural history of Persia 
– today’s Iran – and its people.
 
The exhibition examines how objects inspired by traditional 
arts and crafts were used in Persian society, focusing on 
seven themes: Joy and Happiness; Purification and Cleansing; 
Spirituality and Devotion; Poetry and Calligraphy; Rituals and 
Performance; Patronage and Craftsmanship; Nature and Design. 
Iranzamin encompasses a diversity of materials and techniques, 
including hand-woven crafts, carpets and rugs; arms and armour; 
glass, ceramics and tiles; textiles, embroidery and foundry.
 

Iranzamin examines how the influence of Persia, situated 
between two major trade routes – the Silk Road and the Indian 
Ocean – spread out into the world. Special attention is paid to 
the influence of Persian culture on non-Iranian craftsmen and 
artists such as Australian painter and textile designer Florence 
Broadhurst. This includes original Broadhurst wallpaper prints 
titled Persian Phoenix (Simorgh), Persian Birds, and Persian 
Pomegranates and Flowers.

The opening of Iranzamin coincides with the Persian new year 
Nowrouz. Programs will include the celebrations of Nowrouz, 
Haftsin, a table traditionally set for the Persian new year on 
20 March, and Sizdehbehdar, the Persian national day for the 
celebration and admiration of Mother Nature, which will be held 
in the Powerhouse Museum on 3 April 2021.

19 MARCH 2021
IRANZAMIN

War amulet, 1800s, Persia, 
Powerhouse Collection



Clay Dynasty celebrates studio ceramics in Australia as shaped 
by three generations of makers: from the 1960s pioneers who 
transformed the functional pottery tradition to contemporary 
ceramic artists who continue to push the medium. The first 
major exhibition to chart the astonishing diversity of ceramic 
practice across Australia, it features more than 400 objects 
from the Powerhouse’s significant ceramics collection.
 
Clay Dynasty offers new perspectives by displaying ceramics of 
the crafts movement alongside postmodern and contemporary 
artworks of today. Distinctively Australian works complement 
those inspired by other cultural traditions, bold forms contrast 
with meditative objects and fine porcelain. 

Iconic and lesser known works are brought together, including 
Margaret Dodd’s Blue Holden ceramic car which feminised the 
iconically macho FJ Holden of the 1970s, and Joan Ground’s 
ceramic postal parcel which the artist addressed to a Melbourne 
gallery in 1973. Among works never before on public display 
is the spectacular 70-piece collection of some of the earliest 
pottery made by Australian Indigenous makers in 1967–74 at the 
Bagot pottery in Darwin, Northern Territory. 
 
Bringing together functional and expressive artistic traditions, 
Clay Dynasty reassesses the Australian experience, while 
highlighting the creative potential of clay at a time of a 
remarkable resurgence.

28 MAY 2021
CLAY DYNASTY

Lynda Draper, Night Portraits II, 
glazed ceramic, 2020. Image: 
Lynda Draper. Courtesy of 
sullivan+strumpf



100 Conversations is a survey of leading Australian and Pacific 
innovators acting on climate change that will take place over 
100 weeks beginning in June 2021 and finishing in June 2023. 
Renowned Australian journalists will engage experts in the 
fields of marine ecology, landscape architecture, environmental 
engineering, Indigenous fire knowledge and climate law among 
many other critical sectors involved in the climate challenge.

The experts will be selected for the significance of their 
research, the proven and potential impacts of their actions, 
as well as the relevance to future audiences and strength in 
communication. The conversations will take place in a custom-
built studio within the exhibition space of the Powerhouse each 
week. Each conversation will be filmed and incorporated into 
the exhibition as it continues to grow.
 

On completion of the two-year project all 100 conversations 
will become an important archive acknowledging the Australian 
innovation in responding to climate change during this historical 
and pivotal moment in time. As Australia’s most ambitious 
climate-focused exhibition and program, 100 Conversations 
will play a crucial role in engaging audiences and presenting an 
evidence-based and empowering vision of the future. 

11 JUNE 2021

100 
CONVERSATIONS

Controlled burning.  
Image: Glenn Campbell



Microcars hit their peak popularity in the years directly after 
WWII when factories in Germany and Italy, no longer making 
military aircraft, re-tooled to meet another demand: freedom 
– now cheap and available to the masses. Tiny, economical 
cars were perfect for this environment. Using scooter engines, 
and super-light bodies, Messerschmitt, BMW, Heinkel, and 
Lambretta popularised the microcar. Their appealing (if 
cramped) aesthetic soon spread across the world: Britain, 
Japan, and Australia all created versions of the microcar. Most 
notably in Australia the Goggomobil Dart and that most versatile 
of microcars, the Zeta Runabout.

Made in South Australia, the Zeta Runabout was designed 
by engineer and entrepreneur Harold Lightburn in 1964. His 
company, Lightburn and Co, made wheelbarrows and washing 
machines and it was their success in the use of lightweight 
fibreglass that led them to design a small car using that material. 
Taking note of the shortcomings of other microcars – mainly 
the lack of any stowage space – Lightburn gave the Runabout 
actual luggage space.

This exhibition will feature microcars from the Powerhouse 
Collection, and a selection of loans from notable Australian 
collectors. It will also examine contemporary electric and hybrid 
microcars such as the Renault Twizzy and the Smartcar now 
seeing a resurgence due to the damaging impact large petrol 
engine vehicles are having on our world.

11 JUNE 2021
MICRO CARS

Zeta Runabout, 1964, Powerhouse 
Collection. Image: Sotha Bourn



From Australia’s pursuit of economic botany in the late 19th 
and early 20th centuries, to the arts and crafts movement that 
began around the time of Federation, through to contemporary 
environmentalism – the Powerhouse Collection reflects 
changing attitudes towards and understanding of Australia’s 
iconic gum trees.

Eucalyptusdom is an exhibition of objects from the extensive 
Powerhouse Collection alongside new commissions by creative 
practitioners in the fields of design, architecture, film, applied 
arts, writing and performance. Taking its title from a 1930s text 
by Edward F Swain, one of Australia’s earliest conservationists, 
Eucalyptusdom weaves together community-engaged projects, 
industry partnerships and cross-cultural and intergenerational 
collaborations exploring how our changing relationship to eucalypts 
reflects a shifting comprehension of Country and place.

Through its embedded public programs, Eucalyptusdom  
brings artists and creative practitioners together with scientists, 
experts and knowledge holders to respond to the exhibition 
themes and tell new stories that reflect contemporary Australia. 
The unique scenography will be designed by Richard Leplastrier 
AO in collaboration with Worimi-Biripai man and designer 
Jack Gillmer and Director of Architecture Adam Haddow, SJB 
Architects.

Commissioned practitioners include: Yasmin Smith, Vera 
Hong, Sera Waters, Nicole Barakat, Luna Mrozik Gawler, Lucy 
Simpson, Julie Gough, First Nations Fashion and Design, Dean 
Cross, Damien Wright and Bonhula Yunipingu, Ashley Hay, Anna 
May Kirk, Agatha Gothe-Snape.

25 JUNE 2021
EUCALYPTUSDOM

NSW timber court, 
Technological Museum, Sydney, 
c1910, Powerhouse Collection



At the end of 2020 the Powerhouse acquired an important 
private collection of keyboards from the middle of the 20th 
century, a period prior to the rise of synthesisers. These 
electronic keyboards complement the existing collection of 
mechanical instruments, such as pianos and organs from the 
early 1900s, and a small collection of significant synthesisers. 
Together they create a unique opportunity to explore modern 
keyboard development and its contribution to the genres of jazz, 
pop, rock, soul and prog-rock.
 
A highlight of Electric Keys is the Model B3 Hammond organ, 
released in 1954. Invented by Laurens Hammond, a mechanical 
engineering graduate of Cornell University, USA, Hammond 
organs were manufactured from the mid 1930s and by 1966 an 
estimated 50,000 churches across North America had installed 
a Hammond. While the company did not originally target its 
products to professional musicians (believing that was not 
a big enough market) the sound of the B3 with its ‘harmonic 
percussion’ feature helped forge a breakthrough into that sector. 

With its full sound, the Hammond was able to displace small 
ensemble groups to become part of a thumping trio with drum 
and bass in bands playing large clubs. Although it weighed 
132kg and was difficult to transport to different gigs every night, 
it became the instrument of choice for many accomplished 
keyboard players through the 1960s and 70s. Its distinct sound 
(especially when paired with purpose-built Leslie speakers) can 
be recognised in recordings across decades and musical genres.

The Hammond B3 in the Powerhouse Collection was owned 
by Harold Horsfall, a noted Adelaide organist in the mid 20th 
century, subsequently loaned to the ABC studios in Adelaide, 
and then acquired by Bruce Hancock, who became head of 
Jazz Studies at the Adelaide Uni conservatorium. It was later 
acquired into a large private collection. The unit spent most of 
its life in Hancock’s study, so it is in remarkable shape.

2 JULY 2021
ELECTRIC KEYS

Hohner Clavinet D6, developed by 
Ernst Zacharias for Hohner, Germany, 
1967, Powerhouse Collection



Robert Rosen is one of Australia’s foremost social 
photographers. Over four decades he’s attended parties, 
concerts, fashion events and nightclubs across London, Europe 
and Australia, capturing the rich, famous and fabulous for the 
social pages of a slew of local and international newspapers 
and magazines. Defying the image of the pushy, intrusive 
paparazzi, Rosen was polite and discreet, earning the trust of 
his subjects to make them forget he was actually working as he 
drank champagne, networked and juggled the three cameras 
slung around his neck. A participant observer, he favoured 
the spontaneity of the unobtrusive auto-focus camera which 
enabled him to capture intimate portraits that convey the mood 
and energy of the times. 

Rosen’s curiosity and generosity of spirit inspired him to 
document an eclectic mix of international and local celebrities 
(David Bowie, Cate Blanchett, Boy George), artists (Margaret 
Olly, Andy Warhol, Brett Whiteley), politicians (Bob Hawke, 
Gough Whitlam, Paul Keating) and socialites (Lady Sonia 
McMahon, Di Hamill, Dame Edna Everage, Charlotte Dawson) 
in images cultural historian Warren Fahey described as ‘witty, 
sensitive and often consensually wicked’. 

6 AUGUST 2021

ROBERT ROSEN: 
GLITTERATI

Paul & Linda McCartney, 
Abbey Rd Studios. London. 
1982. Photo: Robert Rosen



The annual science festival challenges and broadens 
perceptions of science while critically examining its influential 
role in society. It brings together cultural and research 
institutions, museums, universities and communities and invites 
them to discover, discuss and debate science. The program will 
be presented in partnership with organisations across Sydney, 
with a focus on Western Sydney.

14–22 AUGUST 2021

SYDNEY SCIENCE 
FESTIVAL 2021

Hassel + EOC’s design for a 
place where astronauts can live, 
work, rest and play on Mars.



Even in the depths of social isolation we found ourselves 
intrinsically connected. Under the creative direction of Stephen 
Todd, Sydney Design Week 2021 will explore the ties that bind 
us, from the Internet of Things (IoT) and Artificial Intelligence 
(AI) to the deeply held and enduring beliefs that unite and define 
communities. The SDW2021 program will actively link-in the 
design, arts, science and engineering sectors in these dynamic 
nodes of the Sydney nexus. 

At the same time, a schedule of interactive talks, presentations 
and workshops will connect global design centres in a symbiotic 
relationship with Greater Sydney to create a compelling seven-
day program. This hyper-linking of fields of practice across 
place, space and time zone will test the parameters of the 
design world today.

14–20 SEPTEMBER 2021

SYDNEY DESIGN 
WEEK 2021

How High the Moon chair 
by Shiro Kuramata, 1986, 
Powerhouse Collection



Graphic Identities highlights eight ground-breaking Australian 
design archives from the Powerhouse Collection. Featuring 
work from celebrated 20th Century designers including Douglas 
Annand, Frances Burke, Gordon Andrews and Arthur Leydin, the 
exhibition explores the role of visual communication in shaping 
contemporary Australian culture. The selected designers, many 
of whom honed their skills in commercial art and visual design in 
technical colleges around Australia, became founding members 
of the emerging design institutes and art societies of the early 
20th century. Through their work in advertising, publishing,  
fine art and textiles, these designers created the image of iconic 
Australian brands including David Jones, National Trust, Dri-Glo, 
Tourism Australia and the Reserve Bank.

The design archives on display reflect a wide range of 
disciplines and media – including pre-digital commercial art and 
graphic design, typography, collage, illustration, printmaking 
and painting – demonstrating design’s unique ability to span 
creative industries. These archives chart pivotal moments in the 
history of Australian design and draw inspiration from a range of 
influences including native flora and fauna as well as local and 
international collaborations with leading artists and designers 
such as László Moholy-Nagy and Russell Drysdale.

In an increasingly interconnected and shifting global landscape, 
the design industry’s role in effective and far-reaching visual 
communication has never been more important. These archives 
demonstrate design’s enormous power in harnessing symbolism 
and imagery to bridge social barriers and shape our cultural 
identity.

14 SEPTEMBER 2021

GRAPHIC 
IDENTITIES

Currency magazine covers, Reserve Bank 
of Australia, designed by Alistair Morrison, 
1960–66, Powerhouse Collection



The Powerhouse Architecture Commission 2021 is the third 
in a series of annual architecture projects through which the 
museum provides emerging Australian architects with an 
opportunity to design and build an innovative project that 
considers the site, location and diversity of Powerhouse visitors 
and local community. Following the success of Four Periscopes 
by Trias and Agora by Penhale & Winter, Cadeau by Newcastle-
based studio Curious Practice will be presented as part of 
the Sydney Design Week 2021 program. Located outside the 
Powerhouse at the northern end of The Goods Line in Ultimo, 
Cadeau is not a ‘stand-alone’ building or singular gesture. 

The design concept draws upon the idea of cross-pollination, 
which enables different genetic species to symbiotically exist 
and gain mutual benefit, improving their resistance to disease 
and changes in the environment. The architects responded 
to the commission brief with a modular, movable pavilion 
that could adapt and flex with the changing environmental 
landscape, to be enjoyed by either individuals or large groups. 
Cadeau plays with scale, reframing Australian vernacular 
architecture to create new meaning and focus, formed by 
oversized, exaggerated shapes and extrusions designed to  
spark curiosity. Engineering partner: ARUP 

14 SEPTEMBER 2021

POWERHOUSE 
ARCHITECTURE 
COMMISSION

Cadeau by Curious 
Practice (diagram)



An exhibition of award-winning photographs of the night sky 
as judged by world-renowned astrophotographer Dr David 
Malin. This award encourages photographers to use their vision, 
imagination and skill to produce inspiring and beautiful images 
of the sky. The Central West Astronomical Society organises 
the David Malin Awards as part of their annual AstroFest held 
at Parkes, NSW. The support of CSIRO’s Australia Telescope 
National Facility is acknowledged, along with that of printing 
partner SUNSTUDIOS. There are eight award categories plus 
an Australasian Sky Guide Cover Award from the Powerhouse 
Museum.

22 OCTOBER 2021

SOUTHERN SKY 
PHOTOGRAPHY: 
2021 DAVID MALIN 
AWARDS

The Usual Suspect (Carina 
Nebula). Photo: Paul Haese



The Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation 
(ANSTO) uses a combination of its state-of-the-art nuclear 
reactor, synchrotron and other particle accelerator based 
technologies to scan artefacts from the Powerhouse Collection. 
These world-class facilities are providing insights into how 
these artefacts were manufactured, and how they be better 
conserved for future generations, by revealing their atomic- and 
microscopic-level structures and composition. 

This exhibition will illustrate the discoveries of these age-
old artefacts made using ANSTO’s scientific instruments 
by presenting a selection of the original artefacts alongside 
computer-generated 3D (tomographic) visualisations and other 
imagery that reveal their structural secrets. 

Scale models and details of the sophisticated ANSTO facilities 
will be exhibited to give an appreciation of the achievements 
of Australia’s diverse scientific and technical talent. To date, 
collaborative studies have been completed on items such as 
four Samurai swords spanning the period 1346–1800, a Chinese 
Shang dynasty (1600–1046 BCE) bronze wine vessel and three 
Tibetan Buddhist sculptures (1200–1600 CE). 

The 3D images of these objects were produced by non-
destructively bombarding these artefacts with billions of 
neutrons, sub-atomic particles found in almost all atoms, 
produced by the OPAL nuclear reactor located in Sydney,  
or X-rays produced by the Australian Synchrotron, Australia’s 
largest particle accelerator, which is located in Melbourne. 

12 NOVEMBER 2021

THE INVISIBLE 
REVEALED

Image: Figure, Mahasiddha 
Catrapa, Tibet, 1400–1599, 
Powerhouse Collection



The Five Hundred Arhats were discovered in 2001 among the 
ruins of the Changnyeongsa temple in Yeongwol, Gangwon-do 
Province in South Korea and are believed to be 500 years old. 
In Buddhism, an arhat – or nahan in Korean – is one who has 
attained enlightenment and these stone figures are thought to 
depict 500 disciples of Buddha. This exhibition features arhat 
statues with lifelike expressions, from joy and serenity to anger 
and sorrow: the gamut of human emotion. Incorporated into 
an installation created by artist Kim Seung Young made up 
of 700 audio speakers, the exhibition suggests the arhats are 
meditating in an attitude of intimate, reclusive poise amidst a 
cacophony that evokes the distracting bustle of urban life.

Produced in collaboration with the Chuncheon National 
Museum (Korea) the exhibition will mark the 60th Anniversary 
of the establishment of diplomatic relations between Korea and 
Australia and serve as a poignant reminder that each of us is a 
noble being with the potential to attain enlightenment.
Presented in partnership with the Ministry of Culture, Sports 
and Tourism of the Republic of Korea and the Consulate General 
of the Republic of Korea. 
 

3 DECEMBER 2021

FIVE HUNDRED 
ARHATS

Image: Five Hundred Arhats, 
Chuncheon National Museum


